Abstract. In graph cleaning problems, brushes clean a graph by traversing it subject to certain rules. We consider the process where at each time step, a vertex that has at least as many brushes as incident, contaminated edges, sends brushes down these edges to clean them. Various problems arise, such as determining the minimum number of brushes (called the brush number) that are required to clean the entire graph. Here, we study a new variant of the problem in which no more than k brushes can be sent at any time step.
Introduction
Imagine a network of pipes that must be periodically cleaned of a regenerating contaminant, say algae. In cleaning such a network (see [11] for a paper that introduced this process), there is an initial configuration of brushes on vertices; every vertex and edge is initially regarded as dirty. A vertex is ready to be cleaned if it has at least as many brushes as incident dirty edges. When a vertex is cleaned, it sends one brush along each incident dirty edge; these edges are now said to be clean. (No brush ever traverses a clean edge.) The vertex is also deemed clean. Excess brushes remain on the clean vertex and take no further part in the process. (In fact, for our purpose in this paper, we may think about clean vertices as if they were removed from the graph.) Figure 1 illustrates the cleaning process for a graph G where there are initially two brushes at vertex b and one brush at vertex c. The solid edges indicate dirty edges while the dashed edges indicate clean edges. For example, the process starts with vertex b being cleaned, sending a brush to each of vertices a and d.
This model, perhaps surprisingly, corresponds to the minimum total imbalance of the graph which is used in graph drawing theory [5] and is well-studied, in particular, for random graphs [1, 15] . (See also [9] for algorithmic aspects, [12, 14] for a related model of cleaning with brooms, [4] for a variant with no edge capacity restrictions, [7] for a combinatorial game, and [13] for a relation to more general family of perfect vertex elimination schemes leading to upper-locally distributed lattices.) Having been inspired by chip firing processes [3, 10] , the manner in which brushes disperse from an individual vertex is such that they do so in unison, provided that their vertex meets the criteria to be cleaned. Models in which multiple vertices may be cleaned simultaneously are called parallel cleaning models (see [6] for more details). In contrast, sequential cleaning models mandate that vertices are cleaned one at a time. The variant considered in [11] and the one we consider in this paper are sequential in nature.
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The third author was supported by NSERC and Ryerson University. In this paper, we consider the variant of the process in which there is one additional restriction, namely, it is not allowed to clean vertices with more than k dirty neighbours (k is a fixed parameter). For example, 3 brushes were enough to clean the graph presented on Figure 1 . However, if at most k = 2 brushes can be sent in each time step, vertex d cannot be cleaned; one additional brush has to be introduced (say, at vertex e) and our task can be accomplished with 4 brushes in total.
The formal definition of the k-restricted process and th k-brush number, b k (G), is introduced in Section 2 (b(G) denotes the original brush number introduced in [11] and also defined in Section 2). In Section 3, we characterize graphs that can be cleaned in this process. Moreover, we show that for any k ∈ N, x ∈ [1, 2], and ε > 0, there exists a tree T such that |b k (T )/b(T ) − x| < ε. This result is sharp, that is, this property does not hold for other values of x. Similarly, it is shown that for any k ∈ N \ {1}, x ∈ [1, ∞), and ε > 0, there exists a graph G such that |b k (G)/b(G) − x| < ε. In Section 4, we study a polynomial-time algorithm that, given any tree T and any k ∈ N, computes the k-brush number of T . The paper is concluded with a few open problems (see Section 5) .
Throughout, we consider only finite, simple, undirected graphs in the paper. For background on graph theory, the reader is directed to [16] .
Definitions
As already noted, the graph cleaning model we consider here differs from the one presented in [11] in that one is not allowed to clean vertices with more than k dirty neighbours. Now, we formally define the cleaning process we are considering in this paper. Let k ∈ N and let G = (V, E) be any graph. The initial configuration of brushes is given by the function ω 0 : V → N ∪ {0}, where ω 0 (v) is the number of brushes initially at vertex v, and all vertices and edges of the graph are initially dirty. At the end of each step t of the process, ω t (v) denotes the number of brushes at vertex v ∈ V , and D t ⊆ V denotes the set of dirty vertices. An edge uv ∈ E is dirty if and only if both u and v are dirty; that is, {u, v} ⊆ D t . Finally, let D t (v) denote the number of dirty edges incident to v at the end of step t; that is,
(where N (v) denotes, as usual, the neighbourhood of v).
of an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an initial configuration of brushes ω 0 is as follows: 0 : Initially, all vertices are dirty:
If no such vertex exists, then stop the process (set L := t), return the cleaning sequence α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α L ), the final set of dirty vertices D L , and the final configuration of brushes ω L . 2 : Clean α t+1 and all dirty incident edges by moving a brush from α t+1 to each dirty neighbour. More precisely,
, the other values of ω t+1 remain the same as in ω t . 3 : Set t := t + 1 and go back to 1 .
In the model considered in [11] , there is no restriction that D t (α t+1 ) ≤ k. All other rules remain the same. It was shown in [11] that, given a graph G and an initial configuration ω 0 , the cleaning process of [11] returns a unique final set of dirty vertices. Consequently, if for a given ω 0 , there exists a cleaning sequence that cleans G, we know that every cleaning sequence will clean G. This is also the case here and easily follows from the simple observation that once a vertex v is ready to be cleaned it stays in this state until it is actually cleaned.
Finally, let us note that, for a fixed natural number k, some graphs cannot be cleaned at all. However, it is straightforward to obtain a characterization of graphs that can be cleaned (see Theorem 4) . Thus, the following definition is natural. Definition 2. Let k ∈ N. A graph G = (V, E) can be cleaned (by the k-restricted cleaning process) by the initial configuration of brushes ω 0 if the cleaning process P(G, k, ω 0 ) returns an empty final set of dirty vertices (that is, D L = ∅).
Let the k-brush number, b k (G), be the minimum number of brushes needed to clean G if G can be cleaned; otherwise, b k (G) = ∞. That is, if G can be cleaned, then
Recall that the brush number for the model in [11] was denoted by b(G). Since there were less restrictions for this process than for the k-restricted one which we are considering here, we immediately get that for every k ∈ N we have b k (G) ≥ b(G). As we will see, the difference can be arbitrarily large although there are some classes of graphs for which b k (G) = b(G) (consider, for example, paths). It also follows immediately from the definition that
On the other hand, it is clear that the additional restriction is trivially satisfied for k ≥ ∆(G) and so
When a graph G is cleaned using the cleaning process, each edge of G is traversed by exactly one brush. Note that no brush may return to a vertex it has already visited, motivating the following definition.
Definition 3. The brush path of a given brush is the path formed by the set of edges cleaned by that brush.
By definition, G can be decomposed into b(G) brush paths. The minimum number of paths a graph G can be decomposed into therefore yields a lower bound for b(G) (and so for b k (G) as well). This is only a lower bound because some path decompositions would not be valid in the cleaning process. For example, K 4 can be decomposed into 2 undirected paths but b(K 4 ) = 4.
Finally, let us mention that for any graph G consisting of components
and so, without loss of generality, we will always assume that G is connected.
3. Characterization of graphs that can be cleaned and relation to the ordinary brush number
As we already mentioned, not every graph can be cleaned in the new model. For a given k ∈ N, let F k be the family of all (connected) graphs that can be cleaned by the k-restricted cleaning process. Clearly, this family is ascending; that is, F k ⊂ F k+1 for every k ∈ N. We start this section with characterizing graphs that can be cleaned. However, before we do it, we need to introduce a few more definitions.
Let k ∈ N. The k-core of a graph is the largest subgraph of minimum degree at least k. The k-core can be found by the vertex deletion algorithm that repeatedly deletes vertices with degree less than k. This algorithm always terminates with the k-core of the graph, which is possibly empty. This concept is related to the degeneracy one. A graph G is k-degenerate if every subgraph of G has a vertex of degree at most k. The degeneracy of a graph is the smallest value of k for which it is k-degenerate. In other words, the degeneracy of a graph is the largest value of k such that it has non-empty k-core.
Since cleaning vertices can be viewed as deleting them, the connection between the two processes is straightforward. In order to decide if a graph G can be cleaned, it is enough to start with, say, ω 0 (v) = deg(v) for each v ∈ V so that the only restriction is the additional restriction that D t (α t+1 ) ≤ k. (We do not care about optimizing the number of brushes used at this point.) Vertex v can be cleaned if the number of dirty neighbours is at most k, which is equivalent to the property that the degree of v is at most k (in the graph induced by the set of dirty vertices). We get immediately the following result.
In other words, Theorem 4 says that a graph G can be cleaned by the k-restricted cleaning process if and only if (k + 1)-core of G is empty.
We will be investigating the following sets. For k ∈ N, let
We will show that, in fact, the closure of B k is [1, 2] , regardless of the value of k ∈ N (see Theorem 6 for the k = 1 case and Theorem 7 for the k ≥ 2 case). Moreover, we will show that the closure of A k is [1, ∞) for any k ≥ 2 (see Theorem 8) . Recall that we restrict ourselves to connected graphs; the corresponding properties for families containing disconnected graphs could be analyzed much easier.
3.1. 1-restricted cleaning process. In this section, we investigate 1-restricted cleaning process. The analysis is relatively simple, since F 1 consists of trees only. It is known (see [11] ) that for every tree T we have
is a trivial lower bound that holds for every graph G, since each vertex of odd degree has to start or finish at least one brush path). It turns out that b 1 (T ) might be substantially larger.
Proof. Let T be any tree with d (T ) leaves. If T consists of an isolated vertex, then the claim trivially holds (b 1 (K 1 ) = 0). Suppose then that T has at least 2 vertices (and so at least 2 leaves). First, we will show that T can be cleaned with d (T ) − 1 brushes. We put exactly one brush on all leaves but one (the leaf with no brush can be chosen arbitrarily). Since T has at least 2 leaves, at least one leaf contains a brush. We clean arbitrarily selected leaf with a brush and after that the desired property still holds; that is, all but one leaf contain at least one brush. We continue this process until we are left with an isolated vertex and the process can be easily finished. Now, we will show that T cannot be cleaned with d (T ) − 2 brushes. For a contradiction, suppose that it is possible. Let v 1 and v 2 be any two leaves that have no brush in the initial configuration (if more than 2 leaves have no brush, then the two leaves can be chosen arbitrarily). Note that when either vertex is cleaned (say, v 1 ), the only neighbour of v 1 is already cleaned, exactly one brush occupies v 1 , and no brush is moved. Moreover, without loss of generality, we may assume that v 1 is cleaned before v 2 .
Let us consider a graph G that is obtained from T by adding an edge v 1 v 2 ; that is, V (G) = V (T ) and E(G) = E(T ) ∪ {v 1 v 2 }. It is clear that G can be cleaned under the same model-the same initial configuration and cleaning sequence can be used; when v 1 is cleaned it sends now exactly one brush to v 2 but this causes no problem. However, this gives us the desired contradiction, since G contains a cycle and so does not belong to F 1 ; in other words, G cannot be cleaned by 1-restricted cleaning process. The lower bound of d (T ) − 1 holds and the proof is finished.
It follows immediately from Theorem 5 that for every tree T we have
so the closure of B 1 (= A 1 ) is contained in [1, 2] . We will construct a family of trees that can be used to get the ratio arbitrarily close to any real number x ∈ [1, 2]. This will prove the following result. Proof. Consider first a complete binary tree Z h of height h ≥ 1 (there are 2 h leaves and 2 h − 1 internal vertices). Since all vertices but the root are odd, we have
Hence 1 ∈ A 1 . Let x ∈ (1, 2]. We will show that x belongs to the closure of A 1 . Suppose that is a large integer of the form 2 h for some integer h. Put i = (2 − x)/x . Since (2 − x)/x ∈ [0, 1) and so i ≤ − 2 for large enough, we may assume that this is the case. Our goal is to construct a tree with leaves, i+1 internal vertices that are all (but perhaps one vertex) of odd degree. We start with = 2 h isolated vertices. We create (one by one) 2 h−1 complete binary trees of height one (that is, P 3 's). After that we continue 'gluing' binary trees (again, one by one) creating larger complete binary trees. We stop once the number of internal vertices reaches i (recall that i ≤ − 2 so we are done before the complete binary tree with leaves is created). We finish the construction with adding a root that is adjacent to all binary trees created up to this point, and call this graph T = T (x, h). It follows
where a = 1 if the root has odd degree and a = 0 otherwise. In either case, it is clear that the ratio tends to x as h → ∞. Hence, x belongs to the closure of A 1 and the proof is complete.
3.2. k-restricted cleaning process for trees with k ≥ 2. In this section, we continue investigating trees but this time we focus on k-restricted cleaning process for k ≥ 2. Since for every graph G we have b k 1 (G) ≥ b k 2 (G) whenever 1 ≤ k 1 ≤ k 2 , it follows immediately that for every tree T and k ∈ N, we have
(See (1) to justify the second inequality.) Hence, the closure of B k is contained in [1, 2] . For k = 1 we were able to find an explicit formula for b 1 (T ) and then to construct a family of trees that can be used to get the ratio arbitrarily close to any real number x ∈ [1, 2]. Investigating b k (T ) for k ≥ 2 seems to be more complicated and perhaps no simple formula can be found. However, we are going to use a simple non-constructive argument that will prove the following result. Alternatively, one could construct a family of trees for which both b k (T ) and b(T ) can be calculated (or, at least, estimated) but a non-constructive argument might be of independent interest. Proof. First let us observe the following property. For every graph G ∈ F k and any edge uv ∈ E(G), we have G − uv ∈ F k and
(G−uv denotes a graph with an edge uv removed; that is, V (G−uv) = V (G) and E(G−uv) = E(G) \ {uv}.) Indeed, suppose that a cleaning sequence α can be used to clean G with an initial configuration ω 0 of b k (G) brushes. Without loss of generality, we may assume that vertex v is cleaned before u. Note that the same cleaning sequence can be used to clean G − uv. The required condition for the number of brushes sent in each step is trivially satisfied. However, it might happen that a brush sent from v to u in the process for G (that is not sent in the process for G − uv) might be necessary to be able to clean u. Adding one additional brush to the initial configuration (to vertex u) solves this potential problem and so the claim holds. Similarly, for every graph G ∈ F k and any vertex v ∈ V (G), we have G v ∈ F k and
(G v denotes a graph with an edge attached to v; that is, V (G v ) = V (G) ∪ {u} and E(G v ) = E(G)∪{uv}.) To see this one can add an additional brush to a new vertex u, clean this vertex first and use the cleaning sequence for G that yields b k (G) to finish the process. Clearly, the required condition is satisfied. Finally, consider a complete binary tree Z h of height h ≥ 1 and a star S h with 2 h+1 − 2 leaves (note that both trees have 2 h+1 − 1 vertices). We already know that
(see (2)) and so
It is also clear that
as h → ∞. Now, we have all ingredients to finish the proof. We fix h ∈ N and consider the following graph process starting with G 0 = Z h , binary tree rooted at vertex v. In every step t ≥ 1, graph G t is obtained from G t−1 by removing any leaf at distance at least 2 from v and adding an edge attached to v. Clearly, the number of vertices does not change during this process and the process terminates at time L with G L = S h , star with 2 h+1 − 2 leaves. Moreover, the number of leaves does not decrease during this process; as a result,
h for each t ≥ 1. We concentrate on the sequence of numbers (r t ) L t=0 , where r t = b k (G t )/b(G t ). As we already mentioned, r 0 = 1 and r L = 2 − k/(2 h − 1). It follows from (3) and (4) 
(the second inequality follows from the fact that 1/(1 − x) = 1 + x + x 2 + . . . ≤ 1 + 2x for x ∈ [0, 1/2]; the second last inequality follows from the fact that b k (G t )/b(G t ) < 2 and, trivially, we have 1 + 1/b(G t ) ≤ 2). Hence, for every real number x ∈ [1, 2] there is an integer 0 ≤ t ≤ L such that |x − r t | ≤ δ(h) := max{k/(2 h − 1), 12 · 2 −h }. Since δ(h) → 0 as h → ∞, we are guaranteed to have a graph with the ratio arbitrarily close to x. The proof is complete.
3.3. k-restricted cleaning process for graphs with k ≥ 2. In this section, we continue investigating k-restricted cleaning process for k ≥ 2 but we take into account all graphs that can be cleaned (that is, graphs from F k ). It turns out that graphs with cycles can be used to obtain the ratio of b k (G)/b(G) larger than 2. In fact, the ratio can be arbitrarily close to any real number at least 1.
We will need one more definition. The lexicographic product G · H of graphs G and H is a graph such that the vertex set of G · H is the cartesian product V (G) × V (H); and any two vertices (u, v) and (x, y) are adjacent in G · H if and only if either u is adjacent with x in G or u = x and v is adjacent with y in H. Note that the lexicographic product is in general noncommutative, that is, it might be that G · H = H · G.
Proof. We start the proof by showing that the ratio of b k (G)/b(G) can be arbitrarily large. Consider a graph P n · K k+1 (see Figure 2) . A graph G n is obtained from P n · K k+1 after subdividing each edge. Graph G n has 2(k + 1) vertices of degree (k + 1), (n − 2)(k + 1) vertices of degree 2(k + 1), and (n − 1)(k + 1) 2 vertices of degree 2. ...
It is clear that b(G n ) ≤ (k + 1) 2 , since one can put (k + 1) brushes on vertices of degree (k + 1) that lie on one 'side' of the graph G n , and clean G n layer by layer, along P n . (Let us note that it should be straightforward to find the exact value of b(G n ) but it is not needed for our argument.) On the other hand, when vertex of degree 2(k + 1) is cleaned in a krestricted process, at most k brushes are sent and so at least 2 brushes get stuck on this vertex. (Note that a lot of brushes start on vertices of degree 2 due to the restriction on the number of brushes sent at each step.) Hence, no matter how we clean the graph, at least 2(n − 2)(k + 1) brushes get stuck on these vertices. It follows that b k (G n ) ≥ 2(n − 2)(k + 1) and so b k (G n )/b(G n ) ≥ 2(n − 2)/(k + 1) which can be made arbitrarily large by taking n large enough. In fact, it is straightforward to show that it is possible to clean the graph so that exactly 2 brushes are left on vertices of degree 2(k + 1) and no brush is stuck on vertex of degree 2. By counting the number of brushes after the process we get the following upper bound:
(Again, let us stress the fact that it should be possible to determine b k (G) precisely but it would be tedious and is not needed for our purpose.) Now, we are ready to finish the proof. We already showed that for a complete binary tree Z h of height h ≥ 1, we have b k (Z h ) = 2 h − 1 (see (2) and (5)). Hence 1 ∈ A k . Let x ∈ (1, ∞). Our goal is to show that x belongs to the closure of A k . For a positive integer h, let us take
and consider graph G n constructed above. Let Z h + G n denote a graph obtained from Z h and G n after connecting them with an edge (arbitrarily). It is clear that
where the constant hidden in O(·) notation is a function of k but does not depend on n. Similarly,
Hence,
as h → ∞. This finishes the proof of this theorem.
An efficient algorithm for trees
In this section we describe a polynomial-time algorithm that, given any tree T and any k ∈ N, computes the k-brush number of T . In the following we consider T to be rooted at an arbitrarily selected leaf. Then, for any vertex v of T define T [v] to be the subtree of T rooted at v, i.e., the subtree of T induced by v and all its descendants in T . Define We start with an informal description of our method. Our algorithm uses a dynamic programming approach. More precisely, a bottom-up tree processing allows us to compute a label for each vertex of T , except for the root. The label of a vertex v, formally defined below, consists of two integers giving the minimum number of brushes needed to clean T + [v] . We use the two integers to distinguish 'directions' of cleaning the edge r v v. Once all labels are computed, the label of the only child of the root of T contains our final answer.
We define a label of a vertex v of T as a pair of integers (l 1 , l 2 ), where l 1 (respectively l 2 ) is the minimum i such that there exists a k-restricted cleaning process
)) = i and having the property that the edge r v v is cleaned by a brush that moves from r v to v (from v to r v , respectively). Note that the label is well defined because for each k ≥ 1 and for any pair of adjacent vertices u and u there exists a k-restricted process (not necessarily an optimal one) that cleans u prior to u . Lemma 9. Let T be a rooted tree and suppose that u ∈ V (T ) is not the root of T . Let P = P(T, k, ω 0 ) be a k-restricted cleaning process of T and let (l 1 , l 2 ) be the label of u in T . Then,
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of the label.
Procedure CL (Compute Label ) given below computes a label of a given vertex v of T , provided that the integer k and the labels of the children v 1 , . . . , v p of v are given.
Procedure CL (Compute Label ).
Input: A rooted tree T , a vertex v of T , an integer k, and the labels (l
The label of v.
1: Find a permutation π of {1, . . . , p} such that l
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}. for each j ∈ {1, 2} do 5:
if z ≤ x j and p − i + j − 1 ≤ k then 7:
We now give some intuitions on Procedure CL and then we formally prove its correctness. The permutation π in Line 1 of Procedure CL provides a non-decreasing order of the children of v with respect to the value of l is k-restricted and whether the value of z improves the best bound found so far. Note that, if i children of v need to be selected as the ones cleaned prior to v, then we pick them greedily according to the permutation π.
In Lemma 10 we formally prove the properties that the value of z has. In Lemma 11, we prove the correctness of Procedure CL. Then, we state our main algorithm that computes the k-brush number of a given tree. Finally, Theorem 12 summarizes the main result of this section. We first define a cleaning process P = P(T + [v], k, ω 0 ) of T + [v] and then we prove that it is indeed a cleaning process that is k-restricted and satisfies conditions (a),(b) and (c). We define the process by first stating the initial brush placement ω 0 . Let ω 0 (r v ) = 2 − j and ω 0 (v) = max{0, p − 2i + 2j − 3}.
The placement on the remaining vertices of T + [v] is 'derived' from the definition of the label. In particular, for each t ∈ {1, . . . , i}, there exists a k-restricted cleaning process P π(t) (T We now prove that P is a k-restricted cleaning process of T + [v] . To that end it is enough to argue that firing v results in cleaning all dirty edges incident to v and that the number of those dirty edges is at most k. We have that a 1 = i + 2 − j equals the number of brushes that 'arrive' at v due to the vertices cleaned prior to v. The number of edges to be cleaned by brushes moving away from v is a 2 = p − i + j − 1.
Since ω 0 (v) = max{0, a 2 − a 1 }, we obtain that there are enough brushes present at v when it is cleaned by P. Note that the condition p − i + j − 1 ≤ k is equivalent to a 2 ≤ k. Thus, P is a valid k-restricted cleaning process of T + [v]. Clearly, P satisfies (b) and (c). It remains to prove (a). By construction of P, 
